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ABSTRACT

Inverters used for tfVDC application today are rnaturallyr or

rlinet commutated, which means that the line-line voltage on the ac side

is used to force the current in the off-going valve to zero, thereby

turning it off. In the fforcedr or tartificiallyr conmutated inverter,

the valve current is forced to zero artificiaLly, i.ø., without the use

of the line-line voltage.for this PurPose.

By using forced connutation in IIVDC inverters, it nay be pos-

sible to reduce the inverterrs reactive po$¡er requirenent, and indeed,

sometines it is even possible to rnake the inverter supply reactive power.

Previous researchers have concluded that the series capacitor

co¡n¡nutation schene (out of the nany schemes available for forced co¡n¡nu-

tation) seens rnost pronising, and have carried out certain investigations

into the operation of such a series capacitor commutated inverter.

This investigation is an extension of previous work done, and

covers factors such as harnonics, ac-side faults, the rate of change of

firing angle and the possibility of inverting into weak ac systems.

The results indicate that the firing angle can be changed

fast, that the system is irunune to ac-side faults, and that it can oper-

ate satisfactorily into weak ac systems.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

1.r Forced vs Natural Connutation

The thyristor valve is a device which requires the current to

be brought to zero and a reverse bias across it in order to turî off when

it is conducting. In the IIVDC inverter this is usually provided by the

line voltage itself, the process being known as rnaturalr or rline con-

¡nutationÈ. Alternatively, this reverse biasing voltage could be derived

frorn some other source (usuaIly sone capacitors precharged to proper

voltages), the resulting con¡nutation being called rforced? or rartificialt

connutation.

Figure 1.1,1 shows the basic ¡¡res-phase Graetz bridge used in

IÍVDC rectification/inversion, and Fig. L,L,2 shows the resulting wave-

forn. The dc line is assuned to carry constant current (a justifiable

assunption because of the high value of inductance in the dc circuit).
The thyristors are pulsed according to their sequence, i.ø., I,2,....,
6, each after a 60o interval. The firing angle o is measured from

the phase voltage crossover. Fron Fig. L.L.2 it can be seen that the

current fundanental Lags the ac voltage by an angle equal to 180o - o.

The angle o cannot be increased to (or beyond) 180o, because proper

thyristor turn off requires that a reverse voltage exist across the

thyristor for at least a ninimun duration ô. Thus the maxirnum angle at

which the bridge may be operated is given by ct, = 180o - ô - p where U

(not shown in the figure) corresponds to the tine required for current

transfer fro¡n one phase to the other. U is norrnally of the order 15o -
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25" a¡rd arises due to the presence of finite inductance in the transforner

windings. Hence o can be increased only to 15.0o - 155o, and this

inplies that the inverter must consrme reactive power. A large require-

¡nent of reactive power means a drop in the syste¡n voltage, unless that

reactive polrer is sonehow supplied. In the caseof thenaturallyconnutated

inverter, this reactive power may be as high as 60% of the real power.

This is clear fron the 4 quadrant diagran of Fig. 1.1.3(a) which shows

the possible P (real power) and a (reactive power) ranges for the

naturally conmutated inverter. In the inverter operation Q = 0 is not

possible due to the extinction angle required.

In forced co¡ûnutation, artificial means are used to keep the

off-going thyristor reverse biased even when the line-1ine voltage has

reversed. Thus, the firing angle may be greater than that possible under

natural comnutation, thereby resulting in a smaller reactive por¡¡er require-

nent for the converter.

In fact, as shown in Fig. 1.1.3(b) reactive power (a) supply

is also possible and idealty it rnay be possible to operate in all four

quadrants. Usually the load connected at the inverter station consumes

Q, Thus, a a supply fron the inverter can be used to neet this denand,

and hence allow for voltage control at the inverter bus.

Note that the 4 quadrant diagrans are drawn for inverter as

well as rectifier operation because there is no reason why an inverter

.ì may not be operated as a rectifier, i.e., with s, < 90".

1,2 Why Forced Connutatiol?

The need for reactive power supply fro¡n the ac side is a serious

in the naturally conmutated inverter, and this drawback is not

in the forced conmutatèd one.

::]
''.t.:i

drawback

present
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Thus with a forced conmutated inverter, it is no longer

necessary to invert into a strong ac system, and this nay considerably

increase the number of situations in which dc nay be a favourable alter-

native over ac transrnission. For example, the proposed Hong Kong-Macao

link could have a force conmutated converter at Macao. As the island of

Macao has no generation potential and as ac links from mainland Hong Kong

are impossible due to the presence of a body of water.in between, FIVDC

transnissìon with static conpensation at the receiving end has been pro-

posed. But this receiving inverter nay as well be a forced corunutated

one, thereby renoving the need for any kind of reactive power co¡npensa-

tion.

The forced conmutated inverter has the feasibility of being used

as a self-contained tap on an FÍVDC line, as it can invert into a load that

has no voltage support on its ac side at aLL. Because it is conpletely

solid-state it appears to be a favourable alternative to other proposed

nethods, such as the one by Bowles et al [1] which makes use of a dc notor -

ac generator set rururing off the dc line to provide reactive pohrer sup-

port. In fact recently, Sood et al l2l have done prelininary simulator

tests to denonstrate inversion into lagging pf loads.

A forced conmutated tap on a long HVDC line might have been a

possible ansr4'er to the recently scrapped proposal of running an FIVDC

line between the canadian province of Manitoba and the u.s. state of

Nebraska. The proposal was cancelled due to the fact that the states

of North and south Dakota could not get any power out of the line pas-

sing through then because of the inability of having a tap on the line.

Other advantages result which a:re a consequence of the tlpe of

forced corunutation schene used, and will be discussed in later chapters.



1.3 Rêqúiremérits óf â Fórcêd Coruiútâtion Sche¡ng

Sone work has been carried out in the area of forced corunutation

[3,5]. The requirements that a forced corunutated inverter nust satisfy

are thus sunmarized.

1. High reliability
2. Minimal stress on converter conponents

3. Fast change of firing angle (a) should be possible. The conmutation

circuit should not slow down the speed Ì{ith which o can be changed.

Fast control on o is required for good transient and fault per-

for¡nance.

4. Easy systen recovery in case of fault

The converter must resune norrnal operation after a fault is

cleared. It should also be possible to connect/disconnect the con-

verter to/from the systen in ¡nininun tine.

5. Wide range of operation

The converter should be able to operate over a wide range of

power and current settings without conmutation failure.

It nay not be possible to meet all the above requirements

equally wel1, but the systen must confonn to them as well as possible,

without being unduly expensive.

L.4 Selection of Forced Co¡runutation Scheme

A large number of schenes already exist t4] in the low power

alea, i.e., in drives for ac nachines. Most of these are quite conpli-

cated and are usually for voltage control, and have to operate over a

large range of frequency. IMDC inverters do not have to satisfy this

requirenent, but they have to be extrenely reliable over their operating

current/power ranger Thus, the requirenents for high po$rer and low power
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inverters are sonewhat different. So¡ne schenes proposed for HVDC

applications are reviewed briefly below; and it appears that the series

cormutated inverter is the best.

1.4.1 Forced Co¡nnutation in Two 9!gp:

This schene, shown in Fig, L.4.1, has been recorunended for

application in FÍVDC inverters first by hakharerski & Utevski [6], and

also by Buseman [3]. Tlre operation of this circuit may be sunmarízed as

follows:

Assuning Tr and Tz are conducting and Tg is required to

take over fron Tr, Tz is first fired. The capacitor has previously

been charged in the direction shown, and thus Tz goes into conduction,

thereby applying the capacitor voltage across Tr and the transfor¡ner

inductance. Assuning the charge on C to be sufficient for turning off

Tr, Tr is turned off, and Tz and Tz continue éonduction and charge

C in the opposite direction. When C is sufficiently charged, T3 is
pulsed to take over from Tz, and hence the current transfer from Tt

to T3 is acconplished. The same happens for all other transfers.

The obvious drawback of this circuit is the extra nunber of

thyæistors (over a naturally corunutated bridge), high stresses (both

voltage and dY/dt), because the capacitor has to be charged fron full
positive to full reversed voltage in a short tine, A delta connected

transfor¡ner winding is also a nust to elininate the inevitable 3rd har-

monic.

L.4.2 Forced Connutation in I !lgp-I1l

charged

duction

This circuit is shown in Fig, 1,4,2,

as before, and each valve conducts for

pairs of thyristors are (4,3t), (4t,5),

The capacitor is current

60" at a tine. The con-

(6,5t), (6',1), (2;Lr),
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FIc .1 .4,12 FORCED COMMUTATION IN 2 STEPS

FIG 1.4.2 : FORCED COMMUTATION IN I STEP
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(2',3) and so on in cyclic order. Consider the case when Tl and 1z

are conducting and t), f, are to take over. Capacitor C has aLready

been charged in a direction to forward bias Ti and Tg. Thus, when

T; and Ts are pulsed, they conduct, and the capacitor voltage comes

across Tì and Tz as a reverse bias. Thus Ti and Tz are extin-

guished.

This circuit, unlike the two stage corrunutated one, has the cap-

åcitor charging over a 60" interval, and thus stresses are reduced.

However, the number of thyristors is twice that of a norrnal S-phase Graetz

bridge, and of conparable voltage and peak current ratings. Thus, the

thyristor valves are underutilized.

1.4.3 Rg:ggel!-9grysl*li9t--t9.Zl
In this nethod, a harmonic voltage of suitable phase angle is

superposed on the fundanental voltage. This causes a delay in the zero

crossover of the voltage, and hence it is possible to operate at near-

unity pohrer factors, This schene however, requires larger snoothing reac-

tors, than the cotresponding natural conmutation schene. The resonant

circuitts cost is conparable with the cost of capacitors required for

static VAR supply for a normal inverter. The peak voltage value is also

increased thereby causing valve stresses. Autonatic tuning on the filters

to co¡npensate for slight supply frequency variations is also necessary.

r-4.4 ål!iflsiel-9grs'g!e!igl-llrgssþ-ye1!qse-Itiee!iet
Gilsig and Freris [9] have discussed a scheme in which voltage

pulses are injected in series with the source to suitably control the

voltage during comnutation. This scheme, as pointed out by the authors

the¡nselves, is of no practical value, They carried out the analysis only
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to gain a better understanding of the con¡nutation process,

1.4.5 The Series Conmutated fnvertel

This scheme, as pointed out by Buseman t3l is the nost pronis-

ing one, and is discussed in greater detail in the following section,

1.5 The Series Capacitor Co¡nmutated Inverter

This inverter is similar to an ordinary 3çhase Graetz Bridge,

except for the series capacitors in each phase (as in Fig. I.5.1)' It has

been shown [3,5] that this scheme is cornpetitive with a naturally con-

nutated inverter with static capacîtors for VAR generation.

Its operation is now described with reference to Fig. 1.5.1.

The dc current Id is assu¡ned constant (a reasonabl.e assunption on âc-

cowlt of the high inductance in the dc circuit). The firing sequence is

the same as in a nornal 3 - 0 bridge. The firing angle (s) now nay

be greater than 180o. Consider the instant when Tg is to take over

fron Tr, when Tr and Tz are on and thus phases a and c are in

conduction. The following events now take place:

1. The capacitors in phases a and c charge with the polarity shown.

2. When Te is fÌred to take over fron Trr the voltages on capacitors

C., Cb are of the correct polarity for comnutation. (Capacitor Cb

has been charged to the proper voltage when Te was in conduction

before T2 took over.)

3, After the conmutation is conpleted, T3 and Tz conduct, with the

voltage on % decreasing and on C" increasing with the constant

current flowing through then. Thus the capacitors are charged to

the voltages necessary for future connutations.
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It is to be noted that it is the capacitor voltages (and not

the line voltages) that essentially provide the comnutation voltage, and

so firing angles beyond 180o are possible. In this case, the line-to-

line voltage subtracts from the sun of the capacitor voltages to give the

net conmutation voltage. Note that as the capacitors do not add any net

dc voltage, the output dc voltage is essentially the same as that of a

naturally connutated inverter firìng at the sane anglê o. The result-

ant waveforms (ideal) are shown in Fig, L.5.2 (a Ê b).

1.5,1 Reasons for selection of this circuit

lrlaking certain assunptions about the relative costs, Buseman

[3] has shown that this circuit is conpetetive with a naturally com¡nutated

systen with static VAR supply, especially when operating at near unity

power factors.

A prelíninary glance at this urethod of conmutation seems to

indicate the following advantages.

i) The capacitor is current charged; and current, not voltage is the

more or less constant quantity in dc systems, A voltage based

forced comnutation scherne (as used in ac nachine control) would be

prone to conmutation failure as the corunutation capacitors night

not get charged to the proper voltages, Furthermore, a larger dc

current requires a larger conmutation voltage, and this happens

autonatically because the voltage on the capacitor is proportional

to the current which charges it,

ii) No extra valves are required above the nunber required in a natur-

ally connutated bridge,

iii) No special controls are required for steady-state operation other

than those used in a no:rn¿1 3-phase bridge.
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v)

iv) Insulation coordination appears to be easyr due to the proxirnity

of the transformer windings to the capacitors,

AC side harmonics, md dc side average voltage are ahnost the sane

as those in an ordinary Graetz bridge.

1.5.2 Previous work on this circuit

Apart from Busenan [3] mentioned earlier, J. Baron, J. Reeves

and G.A. Flanley [5r8] have carried out sone detailed investigations of the

circuitr:s opeÌation. They have covered the following aspects:

1, Detailed steady-state analysis of the bridgers operation.

2. Developnent of a hybrid p.u. system for analysis of a conbined ac-

dc systen, They choose the dc current and ac side voltage as the

base quantities, fn conversion to actual system quantities, the

ß/n ac current/dc current approximation is used, i.ø., for I p.u.

dc current, the ac current fundamental has a magnitude ß/r p.u.

3. Ranges of operation (Fig, 1,5.5a). As the connutation voltage avail-

able is a fi:¡tction of current, and the success/failure of cornmutation

a firnction of this voltage and the current, the maxirnum firing angle

pernissible is a function of the dc current.

Valve voltages and their peak values. (Fig. 1.5.3b and c). The

ratings of equiprnent depend on the peak voltage they are supposed

to withstand.

DC output voltages and powers. (Fig, 1,5.3d, and e).

Fault conditions such as com ntation failure (Fig. l.s.Sf). The

effect of comm¡tation failure is nore severe than in the case of a

nornal 3-phase bridge. In fact, the capacitors may sonetimes not

regain proper charge for successful corunutation, and thus natural

recovery nay sonetines not be possible.

4.

5.

6.
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DUE TO BARON,REEVES A}ID HAI{LEY ( S )

lÌt : 1.0 per rtrrit i\ ¡. : 0.lll ¡rer tttrit- '-tr. = 0.9 Per rrnit
1., : 1.0 ræi rrnit: li-artiñcial,4-lraluml
L - 0.7 ber ur¡it: 2-artificial, 5-nalttral
I¿ - 0.3 þer rrrrit:3-+rtificial,6-¡¡atttral

c) Peak tr¡be voltages.

\o (DEcnEEsl

Nry
oo

ieoo

Vt - L.0 per unit .I¿ = 0-. 111 per uniü-X. 
= 0.9 Per unit

Curve l-f¿ :-1.2 per unit
Ctlre2-I¿ - 1.0 per unlt
Curve 3-f¿ : 0.8 Per unit

e) Power cb¿racteristics.

FIG 1.5. 3 : CERTAIN RESIILTS

l¿ ( p.u.)

- 
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Analysis of faults such as arcbacks. (Ihe problen of arcback is no

longer irnportant with solidostate devìces.)

A simplified denonstration that inversion into purely resistive loads

is possible with this type of inverter.

An outline of certain control requirements and possible strategies.

They point out that techniques in which extinction angles are directly

obtained should be used for determining the exact firing angle, rather

than analog predictive techniques (which compute the extinction angle

by feeding voltage/current infornation to an analog circuit). This

is because of the r¡ncertainty of the capacitor voltages which nay

vary during transients. Also pointed out is the possibility of us-

ing naturally and artifically connutated bridges in paral1e1 so that

a broader range of dc currents nay be handled without unduly increas-

ing the valve ratings.

1.6 Outline of the Thesis

As pointed out in the preceding sections, the series capacitor

corunutated inverter seems to be the best suited for FIVDC applications and

hence, it was felt that it deserved further study,

This thesis aims to extend the work of Baron et al to a nore

conplete technical assessment. Thus in the course of this investigation,

the following have been perforned:

1. Development of a more detailed conputer nodel for steadl*state as

well as transient studies.

2. Effect of ac side faults on converter operation.

3. Analysis of ac and dc side hannonics,

4, Deternining the maximurn rate of change of firing angle, The re-

quirenent of proper connutation voltage on capacitors dictates that
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the firing angle may not be suddenly changed, as nay be necessary

during faults.

5. Operation into weak systens and a study of start-uP.

The results indicate that the inverter is practically inmrne to

ac side faults, that the firing angle can be changed quite fast, and that

the inverter is particularly suitable forinversion into weak ac systems.

The next chapter discusses the analytical aspects of the problen

and derives the necessary program flow charts. Chapter 3 discusses the

results obtained for fault studies, and analysis of the rate of change of

firing angle and harmonics. Chapter 4 concerns itself with inversion into

weak ac systens, Finally, conclusions and recommendations are stated in

Chapter 5.
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CHAPTER 2

CTRCUIT ANALYSIS AND PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT

2,L Introduction

This chapter describes how the prograrns used in the investigation

were developed. The basic simulation routine is described first, and

later sections show how other studies were incorporated into the si¡nula-

tion progran. This chapter basically concerns itself with inversion into

strong ac systems. A study of inversion into weak systems is presented

in Chapter 4. The problens discussed here are:

1. Effect of ac side faults on operation.

2. Ac and dc side harmonics.

3. Determination of the naxinun rate of change of firing angle.

Only the nethodology is presented. Results are discussed in

the next chapter.

2,2 The Basic Model

The following assunptions have been nade:

1, Assunption of constancy of dc current (at least in the short run),

because the high inductance in the dc circuit does not allow a high

rate of change of current.

2. Neglect of snubber circuits and the possible effects of other over-

voltage protection equipnent on the converter.

These assunptions have been nade because this study is neant to

be indicative, and not a highly detailed one.
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2.2.L Ttre hasic philosóPFr

ft was felt that a state variable ¡nodel would lend itself to

transient as well as steady\state solution. In this approach the rstate

equationt* for the syste¡n is written in the forn:

I - Ax *Bg (1a)

I-cx*Dg (1b)

where X is the vector of state variables (rnininal set of variables in

terns of which all the other system variables may be determined, Ø.9.,

inductor currents and capacitor voltages), ü the vector of input quant-

ities (L.ø,, source voltages, dc current) and I the vector of output

quantities. Figure 2.2.La shows the block diagram for the systen des-

cribed by equation 1.

The equation for the state variables is then solved as

AX - AI At + Bg 
^r 

(2)

X_^_- = X^,, + ÂX , the process being continued with small
-Ilgl¡l -O I Cl

steps from start to finish.

Another advantage of this type of approach is that it allows

sources to be of the nost general t1pe. For exanple, the tsourcet may

be another system with state equations: (See Fig.2.2.Lb)

and

^r

L.Ø. t

(3)

(4)

a

Lz

KL* H.X *.fp

= (KZ +HX +JL)At

where Z_ is the sourcers own internal state vector, and the state vari-

ables of the inverter systeÌn (X) as well as internal source inputs (Ð

act together as inputs. Then the inputs to the inverter system may be

* For a review of the state variable concept, the reader is referred to
reference ILzf -
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a) BASIC SYSTEM

b) BASIc SYSTEM ÌÍITH ARBITARY I'SOURCE''

FTG 2.2.T : STATE VARIABLE REPRESENTATION

Y1

Y2

Y¡

Y=CX+Dg
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determined by the equation

I -- tL*09 (s)

The solution then proceeds as follows:

i) Initial values for ' .X. and L are chosen say l(0), Z(-L), where

X(k) is short for X,(kAt), and so on.

ii) (4) is now solved to evaluate då, and hence the updated value for

z, (L(o) say).

iii) y is then ohtained from (5)

i.e., gCO) = I.z(0)+09(O)
iv) (2) is now solved for ÂI: and then thenew X is obtained as:

X(1) = (AAt + I) x[0) + B ]¡,(0) Ât

v) This is then re=substituted in ( ) to get 7.(I), fron which X(2),

etc. are calculated exactly as before. Finally, the following array

is obtained¡

(I(0), I(1), ......) which gives the history of the system,

and from which can be calculated other quantities of interest,

This nethod of handling arbitrary sources is very convenient when

considering the weak systen (to be considered later),

A state equation solutÌon, though convenient, is time consuning.

In order to save tirne, a dìrect solution may be used between comnutations,

whén the capacitors are being charged with a constant dc current. The

state equation solution is carried out only during the connutation inter-

vaI. Ttris hybrid approach to the problen has the advantage of being uni-

versally applicable [to all types of sources) as well as of being fast.

A very inportant point wtrich should not be nissed is that given

an initial condition, the state variable approach allows for a transient

solution hecause the systen array (XtO), X( 1), ......) gives the
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2.2 ,2 The circuit
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systen. Ttris is the aspect in ¡r¡hich the authorts

fron previous ones [5, 8].

As mentioned earlier, the state equation tine stepped solution

is used only during the comnutation interval, and a direct solution

during the constant charging interval between commutations. Figure 2,2.')

shows the nodel used during the connutation period. With respect to

Fig. 1.5.1, assume that phases a and c t{ere conducting (Thyristors

1 and 2), and now 5 is forced to take over frorn 1 . As constant cuf-

Tent keeps flowing in phase c, it is not included in the state variable

calculations. Figure 2,2,2 has been relabled in terms of €lr ee, Vcl,

V", etc.r and not @a, ub, etc., because the analysis holds for cornrnuta-

tion from Ð. phase to any other, and so in the figure the subscript 1

stands for the off-going phase, and 2 for the oncoming phase. In tems

of Fig, 2,2.2, we select the state variables to be the capacitor voltages

(V^ V-) andtheloopcurrent (i). Knowingthat Cr=Cz=C,L!=- cl, c2'

Lz = L, we ¡nay write the state equations as:

l-u"'ld 1,, IAtlu"rl
liJ

which i, ;

.:,;1:':t:.;il

:

;

,i

fo
I=l 0

I

Lr/ (21)

the form

0

0

-L(21)

0

0

-L/2e.

;l t",l
'-iL',1

(6)

-llcl[u"'l t 0

Llc llu., l.l 0

o lL r I lrrz*

l-"'l
l"'l
L'u l

l-u.,1

lu",l'
L1l

ax - Ax + Bg, with I = u=

and A and B the corresponding matrices.
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FTG 2.2.2 : EQUIVAIAI{T CIRCUIT DURING COMMUTATION

ETG 2.2.3 : PROGRAM BLOCK ORGA}TIZÀTION

INPUT HANDLING

XC,)í,,FREQ etc.

BOOKKEEPING
ROUTINE

OVERTAP
C,ALCUI.ÀTION
ROUTINE
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The initial conditions

[u"'l
I 
u"' l(o) =

l-il

are;

[u",' I
I 
v"'o 

I

L'ul
time t¡ whenThe co¡nnutation ends at

i(tr) = 0,

During the constant charge

concerned is obviously Id, and the

solved for as (with the beginning of

process, the current in

capacitor state variable

this period as the tine

(7)

the phase

is directly

origin) .

(8)

This is the direct solution nentioned earlier.

Note that at every con¡nutation, the phases that are conducting

change, but the same state equations are applicable, of couïse with the

proper initial conditions. Thus, there is need for a rbookkeeping? rou-

tine which keeps track of the phases going off and coning into conduction,

and gives the right initial conditions to the state equation/direct solu-

tion sections of the program. It is also the responsibility of the book-

keeping routine to load the proper natrices (capacitor voltages in all
phases as a function of tine, etc.).

2.2.3 Ttre progran¡ning for this circuit

Figure 2.2.3 shows a block diagram of the organization of the

overall progra¡n. The blocks are explained below:

i) A bookkeeping routine as explained above.

ii) An overlap routine with the time-stepped state eQuation solution

as in equation 6.

I,
vc(t) = f t
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iii) A direct solution block for perÌods between corunutation.

iv) A source calculation progran containing a state variable represent-

ation of the source (as explained before).

v) A selection for transient/steady-state (s.s,) solution. The selec-

tion is made through an integer variable ISS, which is set to 1

for the s.s. solution, 0 for a transient solution. If ISS = 0,

the first 8 cornrnutation intervals are recorded. If ISS = 1, then

the si¡nulation is continued until steady-s¡ate is reached, and the

final waveforms over a period are stored. The block labelled to

controlt, âI1ows for a control of the firing angle during the sinu-

lation. This block is of nade use of during the study of the rate

of change of firing angle.

vi) Input/output Handling blocks.

Figure 2.2.4 shows a high-level flowchart of the entire process.

2,3 Fault Studies

As nentioned earlier, other kinds of faults such as commutation

failure, arcback, etc., have been studied by J. Baron and others [5,8].

Tfris study deals with ac side faults beyond the converter transforrner

only.

2.3.L Faúlt trpes [7J

AC faults uray be divided into 2 categories: near and distant,

the effects of which are well known for the case of the normal 3=phase

Gtaetz Bridge"

Distant faults are those that occur telectrically farÌ from

the converter, and have the effect of lowering the ac voltage available

to the converter for co¡unutation; a¡rd thus increasing the risk of
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* COMMT]TATION FÀILURE?

PRINIOUT ETC

COMMUTATION FAILURE CHXCKED BY DETERMTNING IF I IS INCREASING

IN OVERLAP ROI]TINE.
SS. REACIIED IF OVERI,AP AI{GLE IS AII,fOST CONSTA}TT FOR TIIRXE

CONSECI]TIVE ITERATIONS .

*

**

rNPUT XCTXL,
rD,E,rss ETc.

SELECT PIIASES A}TD

BEGIN COMMUTATION

CA],CULATIONS TIIROUGH

OVERI-AP ROUTINE.ALSO
DO A DIRECT SOLN. FOR

PH.ASE NOT INVOLVED IN
COMMUTATION.

SÎORE IN HISTORY }ÍATRICES.
IF ISS=1 STORE ONLY I CYCL

OF INFOR}ÍATION.

:t* STEADY STATE REACHED?

EIG 2.2.4 3.HIGH LEVEL FLOI{CIIART FOR BASIC ROIITINE.
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connutation failure.

Near faul.ts are those which lead to a conplete collapse of ac

voltage at the inverter bus. For the naturally connutated inverter, these

are the nost severe type of faults and result in connutation failure in

case the fault is a three phase one, and also if it is a single phase one and

if it lies on the phase coning into conduction.

2,3.2 Program development

As they are expected to be the most-severe ones, only near

faults (both l-phase and 3-phase) have been studied.

The fault to be sinulated can be nade to occur at any desired

position in a cyc1e. The duration of the fault is controllable. The

program used is essentially the same as the basic routine discussed

earlier, except for a ¡nodified rsourcet program. Source conditions are

changed during fault times to represent a complete voltage collapse in

the appropriate phase(s). Fault conditions are tracked through an inte-

ger variable JSTAT which is set to 0 for prefault conditions, to 1

during the fault and to 2 after the fault. As long as JSTAT is 1 the

lsourcet program keeps the phase voltages zero. JSTAT is kept at I

until the fault period has elapsed.

If there is no connutation failure, the progran increases the

fault duration autonatically, and does the sirnulation again. The process

is continued until a connutation failure occurs. The corresponding fault

duration has been terned the tcritical fault periodt for their operating

conditions; i.ø., it is the ¡rininum fault duration for which the systen

collapses.

Figure 2.3.L shows the equivalent source picture during faults,

and fig. 2.3,2 is a flow diagran of the simulation.
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a) SINGLE PHASE FÆILT

b) THREE PTTASE FAÌTLT

Flc 2.3.1 : FAULT REPRESENTATION

2.4 Analysis of Ha::uronig.s

A study of the har¡nonics generated by the series capacitor

comnutated inverter is inportant from the point of view of determining

the filter requirements. One can e)ipect the dc voltage harmonics to be

very high in this case due to the presence of the connutating capacitors,

The ac current ha:monics would be expected to be the s¿utte as in a natur-

ally comnutated inverter.

2,4.I Voltage harmonics

Because of the 6-phase nature of the bridge, the dc voltage

at the output (as in a naturally connutated bridge) is periodic with a

period L/6 tines the ac fundanental period. This means that the har-

monics present are nultiples of the 6th. Hence in the following analysis,

T = L/6 x (Zn/u) has been chosen as the fundamental period of the rirave-

forn. Likewise, the calculated kth har¡nonic v¡ith respect to this

Faulted
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FIG 2.3.2 : FAULT STIIDY: FLOWCHART

VARIABLES:

TIMEF: TIME OF FAI'LT
DUR: DURATION OF FAITLT
JSTAT: O-PREFAT,LT

I-DURING FAIILT
2-POSTFAIILT

DO A STEADY STATE SOLN.
1O SET PREFAIILT CONDS.

CALL SOLN. PROG.

SOURCES SAME AS

BEFORE.I(EEP T]PDATING
TIME.

CREATE COLLAPSE
OF VOLTAGE IN
SOURCE ROUTINE.

COMM FAIL. ?

I]PDATE TIIh

JSTAT= 2
(FAIJIT DISSAPEARS)

TIIÍE=TIMEF+DUR ?

DUR=DUR* 6OUN

PRINT
'FAIILT
HARMLESS t
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period, is actually the 6 kth harmonic with respect to the ac voltage

frequency. If V(t) is the voltage as a function of time, a Fourier

Analysis gives the coefficients of the ,rth harmonic (arr, bn) as

2 lT --. . 2rnt
"r, = il v(t)cosffat

¿o

(e)

2 lT -.. - 2trntb = Ël v(r)sinfatn-ro

and the average (dc) value given by

rfTa = Ël v(t)dt (10)o 'Jo

In this study, V(t) was available as a vector [V(1), ..i.. V(k) .....]

where V(k) is the value of V(t) at the kth instant of tine, L.Ø.,

V(kAt), where At is the step length after which voltages are evaluated.

Thus, (9) and (10) above ¡nay be approxinated as:

a-: + ^t I^uC'lcosçff¡11n r m=0
(1i)

b-:+ ^t l^uc'lsinçffntin - m=o

a- : + i v(m)o r n=o

with T = L/6(2n/u) , N = integetl?n/ (6trrÂt)1.

The net harnnonic content in the 6 kth harmonic is then

(r2)

c_ = ã\ b, (13)nnn
Thus, the procedure used to obtain harrnonics nakes use of the tbasic?

progran to find V(k), and then makes use of (11), (12) and (13) to

evaluate the harmonics.
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2.4.2 Current harmonics

The procedure is sinilar to that used for voltage harrnonics,

and involves first obtaining the current as a function of tir¡e over one

period, in vector form and then nu¡nerically integrating it to obtain the

Fourier coefficients. The period T, however is now 2t/u, fuiother

difference is that the even ha:monics need not be calculated because the

waveforrn is anti-symnetric hr,r.t. the half period, i.e., i(t1 = -i(t -

T/2). Also, the triplen ha:monics (Std, 9th, etc.), need not be calcu-

lated because the star connected transfor¡ner winding should elininate

these. Hotrrever, their calculation has been retained because zero values

are an added information that the procedure used is correct.

Figure 2.4,I gives the flowchart for harrnonic calculations,

2,5 Rate of Firing Angle Change

It is important to know the rate at which firing angle nay be

changed fron the point of view of having fast control on the inverter.

This is not so easily possible in this case because of the requirement

of proper capacitor voltages for comnutation. In this analysis, it is

assuned that the firing angle s is changed fron its initial value oo

to its final value of in a linear fashion. The situation is shown

in fig. 2.5.I, ffid nay be expressed quantitively as:

c[=g
o

c[=g
o

, for tÍto

¡o, - oo)
+-iTi-xn , toctÍtf

,rth' con¡nutation interval

(14)

in the

0,=0,-
f,,

tf"

Thus, the firing angle o, is changed in k steps to its final value.

Note that it does not make sense to say o is changed continuously,

rather tha¡r in discrete steps, because o is a constant in every corunu-

tation interval,
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RI]N BASIC ROUTINE AND
toAD V(r),r(r) vEcToRS.

usE EQNS.(11,12,13) TO CAr-
CIITATE VOLTAGE HARMONICS &
AV. DC VOLTAGE

CAICI]LATE AC HARMONICS
FROM SIMILÂR FOURIER
ANALYSTS qF AC .WAyEFORM.

FIG 2.4.1 :HIGH T,ÈVru FLOWCIIART FOR TIARMONIC

CALCULATIONS.
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The ain is to find the snallest value of k possible so that

the transfer takes place in the s¡nallest nurnber of steps.

The progran, which is flow charted in Fig.2,5.2 operates as

fol lows:

1. A starting value for k, í,ø., k = kr, is selected.

2. The steady-state/transient selection variable ISS (see Sec, 2.2,3)

is set to I for a steady-state anaLysis, and a steady-state solu-

tion is obtained, and stored in nernory.

3. The transient solution is now asked for by re-setting ISS to 0, and

the angle o changed in k steps from oo to df.

4, ISS is set to 1, and the syste¡n allowed to stabilize to its new

steady-state value at 0 = of.

5. If there is co¡nnutation failure during steps 3 and 4 the same two

steps (3 and 4) ate repeated with k replaced by k + 1.

6. The process is continued until at some value of k, conmutation

failure does not occur. This value of k gives the nini¡num number

of steps in which cx may be changed.

The starting value k = k, is nornally selected to be k, = 1,

but for o0 - of ì 60" , í,ø., for a retardation of firing angle; we select

0 -o^
k, = intege"t{¡5-.ll+1 (1s)

where the first tern stands for a truncation of (oo crf)/60' to an

integer value. This is done because choosing any snaller value for k,

would mean effecting the change in negative time.

2,6 Per Unit System

In order to nake the studies universally applicable, a per unit

systen is necessary. This is not so easily done for an HVDC converter as
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FIG 2.5.1 : COI{TROL OF FIRING AIIGLE

REAÐ o(o, {4
rD,ETC.

[,r;-<¡>roo?K"=int( o
({o - rr) /60)

ISS=I,STEADY STATE AI'IAIYSIS
BY BASIC PROGRA}T.RESIIITS
STORED.

O( = O( ¿ .INITI ALT?E TO RISI]L
IN AÈOVE BLOCK.

ISS=0,SOLVE I.IITH TRANSIENT

A< E(,k_ <.) /K
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o( = {+ A"(

SOLN. BY BASIC ROUTINE.USE
ITPDATED ALL THE TIME.

K=K*1

PRINT,'CHANG
NOT POSSIBLE
IN IO STEPSI

SS. SOLN. T^TITH

=ot. (ISS=1)

FTe 2.5.22 FLOWCHART FOR FIRING AI'IGLE CITANGE STIIDIES'



it is for example, for a transformerr The voltages and currents on either

side of the transforrner satisfy the relation:

**rrv, = rpvp,

í.e., the conplex povrer on the prinary and secondary sides are constant.

Thus, any arbitrary base quantities (Vbs, Ib_r, Vbp, Ibp) rnay be chosen

on the secondary and prinary sides, as long as they satisfy the relation

vb, rb, = ubp tbp

Lre., constancy of conplex power.

In the case of a converter there is no conplex powelr on the dc

side. It is the real pov¡er on the ac and dc sides that is invariant,

Thus, a p.u. system base is selected which gives this invariance. Thus,

the dc line current and the ac side voltage are chosen as base quantities.

This is reasonable because then under normal conditions the system hand-

les I p.u.voltage and current though not 1 p.u. Power.

Now the ac base current nay be selected as the ac current which

flows when the system handles rated current and voltage at rated power.

The ratio between ac base current to dc base current may then be used to

and fron conversion to actual systen quantities, In this analysis, this

ratio has been assumed to be f6/r, which is the ratio when there is no

overlap. This is done because r¡nder nornal operating conditions the over-

lap angle is snall. Anyway, the analysis is ¡nore concerned with a study

of general behaviour and hence this approxinate relation is quite adequate.

For exanple, a 0,14 per transforrner leakage reactance on the ac side

would now be 0,18 p.u. (0.14 x n/fq in the nelr p.u. representation.

In the chapters to follow, the results of the prograns developed

in this chapter are discussed. While doing the solutions, all the equations
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derived have been converted to p.ur quantities, Tfre results are thus all
in p.u.

The flowcharts given here are only high'Level flowcharts. For

detailed flowcharts, program llstings and user infomration on the pro-

gratns, the reader is referred to another technical report by the author

[11].
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CTTAPTER 3

PROGRAM RESULTS AND DISCUSSTON

3.1 Introduction

As mentioned in Chapter 2, a basic progran was developed which

could do a steady-state, transient, or conbined solution for the operation

of the series capacitor com¡nutated inverter. This progran assumes the

sa¡ne model as Ree{¡es et al [5], (though a different nethod of solution)

and consequently, as verified, yields the sane steady-state solutions that

Reeves et aI obtained. However, the progran has the capability of being

used for transient studies as well. This chapter discusses the transient

studies such as fauLt studies and rate of change studies, as well as a

steady-state harrnonic analysis carried out using the basic nodel. The

progr¿un developnents have already been discussed in the previous chapter;

here, only the results ate analyzed.

3.2 Fault Studies

Ttre program discussed in Section 2,3 was run to obtain the

rcritical fault timet (the naxinun period for which the fauLt nay renain

on the bus without causing con¡nutation failure) for near ac faults, Near

faults, which are the most severe kind of ac faults - at least for the nat-

urally commutated inverter, are faults in which there is a complete col-

lapse of ac voltage in the faulted phase(s). The results indicate that

for nornal operating conditions, the inverter is practically innune to

ac side faults.



3.2.L Cases studied

3-phase

1-phase

The following cases r¡Iere

faults: Effect of I¿ on

faults: a) Effect of Ia

b) Effect of Id

Ttre results are shown in

studied:

the critical fault tine

on critical fault time

on critical fault tine

Figs, 3.2,L and 3.2,3 a

37

for varying Xc.

for varying Xc.

for varying cx.

and b.

.-.i
'a,t l.: .:l

3.2.2 Discussion of results

1-:-0-Icgl!:
1. It should be notiqed that the fault affects inverter operation only

if present during the co¡nnutation interval. Since the voltage build

up on the capacitors (whích is necessary for connutation) is depend-

ent mainly on the dc currentts magnitude, a fault that occurs in

between conmutatíons will not change the situation until the coning

conmutation. During the co¡nmrtation, the sole effect of the fault

will be to lower the voltage in the faulted phases. Hence, if the

inverter can successfully operate over one comutation interval, it

will continue to do so even if the fault rernains on the line in-

definitely, because the conditions during the next conmutation will

be identical to the ones during the previous connutation as the fault

does not affect capacitor charging.

2, Unlike the case of the nor¡nal S-phase Graetz bridge, a sustained volt-

age collapse need not mean comnutation failure. This is so because

the forced conmutated inverter generates its own co¡nmutation voltage,

and does not rely on the ac systen voltage for comnutation, except

at very low values of currents with firing angles less than 180".

In fact for firing angles in excess of 180", a 3-phase fault in-

proves co¡ùnutation, because the source voltage which subtracts from
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the capacitor voltage, is now ahsent. ID fact, in the study,,

abnornally low values for X. (< 0.7 p.u.) and high values for

voltage (1.2 p.u.) had to be chosen to cause co¡nnutation failure

(Fig. 3,2.1) over the entire range of operating currents, even for

an indefinitely sustained voltage co1lapse.

A nor¡nally designed system would have X. t 0.7 p.u., and

V.C = 1P.u., and hence would be innune to S-phase faults.

Figure 3.2,L also shows that the critical time increases for

increasing Xc, and is infinite for X" t 0.7 p.u.

9llele-lbe:e-Iegl!s-
1. As explained above, since the con4utation voltage is nainly derived

fro¡n charging the capacitors, the operation of the forced colûnutated

inverter is rnore stable than that of the naturally comnutated one,

even for single phase falrlts. Figure 3.2.2 shows the phase voltages

Vr, V6, Vs. Vb" is the sourcers contribution to the cornmutation

voltage during normal operation. For a fault on phase a VU is

the voltage available, and for a fault on phase b, it is -Va. An

inspection of Fig, 3.2.2 and the corresponding voltage available

yields the results shown in Table 3,2.L. The underlined items rep-

Tesent the more severe cases. It is assuned that all faults occur

at the start of a commutation.
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TABLE 3,2,Ll EFFECTOF 1-Ó FAULTS

Thus it is seen that there are certain ranges of firing angte in

which a fault actuaily inp::oves commutation.

2, For inveraur op"t.ìior, (90o < a < 27oo), it is seen that a fault

on phase a is the urost har¡nful (for conmutation fron phase a to

b), and thus it is the fault that has been studied,

3. As seen frour Fig, 3.2.3(a), a fault at 140o is less critical than

one at 160o, sonething to be expected on account of the snaller

source voltage available for conmutation at 180".

4, Figure 3,2,3(b) shows that as X" increases, the severity of the

fault decreases, In fact it is possible to have failure-free oper=

ation for a sustained fault for Xc > 0,8 over the entire region of

oPeration.

Conclusion

The values for which the graphs have been drawn are quite dif-
ferent fron those probable on an actuaL inverter, which would have a ¡nuch

larger X" and an ac systen voltage of about I p.u., and consequently

would be extrenely secure fro¡n ac síde faults,

Firing Angle Effect of a phase tar fault Effect of a phase tbr fault

0occ¿:30'

30o<c<90o

90o<a<150o

150e<q(2100

2L0o<a<330o

330o<q,<350o

beneficial (!o connutation)

harnful

harnful

harnfu!

beneficial

beneficial

þarmful

harmful

harmful

beneficial

beneficial

harnful
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3.3 Results of Study on Harnoriic.s

The foltowing studies were carried out based on the program

outlined in Section 2.4,

1. Dependence of ac current harnonics on dc current.

2. Dependence of dc voltage harrnonics on dc current.

Literature on IIVDC inverters usually depicts the dependence of

the harmonics on the overlap angle. Here, dc current, and not the over-

lap angle has been chosen as the varying quantity. This is so because

the dc harnonics are maínly due to the presence of the conmutation volt-

age on the capacitors, The maximurn capacitor voltage is directly propor-

tional to the dc current, a¡rd in fact may be considerably different for

two cases in which the overlap angles are the same but the dc currents

are different. Hence it is the dc current magnitude that prinarlLy af-

fects the dc voltage harrnonics, and hence the selection of dc current as

the horizontal axis in the graphs, Figure 3,3,2 shows typical ac current

and dc voltage waveforms, Figures 3.3.3 and 3.3.4 show the dependence of

current and voltage harmonics on dc current.

5.3.1 Current harnonics

tlnlike the voltage harmonics, the curient harnonics depend

nainly on the overlap angle. This is so, because for zero overlap angle

the ac waveform isessentiallya squarer,rrave which has a fixed harmonic

content. Any deviation of the hamronic content fron that of a square wave

is due to the presence of a finite overlap angle, and to a first degree

of approxination is a fi¡nction only of the overlap ang1e. The greatly

sinplified derivation below shows that for operation in the vicinity of

1800 (the inverter will normally be operating in thîs vicinity) the

overlap angle is iadependent of the dc current. It is assuned that the
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capacitor voltage is approxinately constant during co¡ûnutation - a

reasonable assunption especially if the co¡nnutation period is smal1. The

argurnent is based on Fig. 3.3.1 below:

FIG 3.3.I : COMMIITATION FROM PHASE I TO PHASE 2

We have (with i as the

V*êr-Vc1 ' c2

€1:e2as

(1)

loop current as shown)

^" di'e2-zLfr = Q

c! : I80"

and lv | = lv | = k r¿ because the capacitor' c¡' cz'
is directly proportional to the dc current. As U., and

posite in sign, and V" has the positive sign, we have

,n dí-o dt : -2k rd

or i(t) = +rdt+rd
where we have used the inítia1 condition

i (0) = Id'

peak voltage

,., are op-

(2)

(3)

(4)

(s)

As corunutation is conplete at t, = U/o where U is the overlap angle,

we have

i(tf) = Q = +I¿u/ur+rU
or U = Lu/k

which is independent of I¿!
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This neans that the harnonics are constant with Id. This is verified in

Fig. 3.3.3. It can also be seen that (as expected) for snall overlap

angles, the harmonics are approxinately those in a square vlave (339o for

std, zo% for sth, L4.s% for 7th, etc.). This constancy of harmonic con-

tent over the entire range of operating currents neans that ac side fil-

ters designed for a specific operating current would perform equally well

at any operating current.

3.3,2 Voltage harmonics

As seen in Fig. 3.3,2, the voltage waveform is rich in harmonics,

rnainly due to the voltage across the connutation capacitors (which is con-

stantty changing due to the charging dc current). This fact is reflected

in Fig, 3.3.4 which shows a 6th harmonic of up to 46% of the dc volt-

age, and a r2th^ and 24th harmonics reaching up to r0 - L2% of the

average dc voltage, Note also that the 24th harmonic is greater than

rhthe 18"', and crosses the l2t}..

The' 6th and 18th' har¡nonics nay be filtered out by having

12 pulse (2 bridge) operation,(as is alnost always the case). Even then,

the .2th and 24th harmonics are large and hence, expensive filter

equipnent would be required. This may nake the capacitor conmutated in-

verter unsuitable as a najor inverter. For a small tap on an FIVDC line

(with a voltage drop of about 10 - 15% of the najor converterts dc volt-

age), however, fron the dc linets point of view, the resulting harmonics

are snall. Such a scheme is shown in Fig. 3.3.5.

Results: Firing Angle Change Studies

Using the program developed in Section 2.5, the following

on the rate of change of firing angle were carried out:

3.4

studies
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1. Keeping X" constant, the dependence of. k (the ninimurn number of

steps in which co¡nnutation ¡nay be achieved) on I¿ was observed.

2. Keeping I¿ and .X" constant, the dependence of k on (ot - oo) -

the net change in firing angle was observed.

Ttre results are shown in Figs. 3.4.1 and 3.4.2.

Figure 3,4.L showsthedependence of k on I¿ forafiring angle

change fron 160" to 200" and also fron 200" to 160o, The figure

suggests that a reduction of angle (200" + 160") can be made within 2

steps (* L/3 cycle), but that it nay take up to 6 steps (- 1 cycle)

for an increase in firing angle.

It also shows that the angle nay be changed faster for a larger

dc current. This seems generally consistent with the observation of

Reeve et al [5] (and easily verifiable with the rbasicl model) that co¡n-

¡nutation is nuch easier for larger dc currents (for currents larger than

about 0.5 p.u, - see Fig. 1.5.3(a)),

Figure 3.4.2 shows the nunber of steps required for a syrunetri-

cal firing angle change of +ô" around 180". As is to be expected, the

number of steps increases with increasing ô. Note that snal1 firing angle

changes (t10o) can be ¡nade in 1 step (í.e., instantaneously), and this

perrnits the inverter to be used for power modulation, etc.

The analysis of firing angle rate of change gives an indication

of the type of infornation required in designing a controller for firing

angle changes. For effecting fast changes, a table of the required values

of k for different operating conditions and desired angle changes may be

stored in a digital controllerts menory (possibly in associative nemory).

Ttre required k would then be fetched and the controller would effect

the change in k steps.
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Sy¡runary of ChaPtgr

The conclusions of these studies are novit sunmarized here.

The invertel was found to be practically imnune to ac side faults,

and would operate satisfactorily even for a conplete voltage collapse.

The ac harnonics were found to be of the sa¡ne order of rnagnitude as

in the naturally conmutated inverter, and were observed to be fairly

,independent of the operating dc current.

The dc harmonics were found to be higher than in the naturally com-

nutated counterpart. The high 24th harmonic would need large fi1-

ter requírernents. For a srna11 (to the order to l0% of the liners

dc voltage) tap on the dc line, these harnonics would be small in

comparison to the liners rated voltage.

The firing angle can be changed reasonably fast - in most cases

within a cycle. Snall changes, especially for operation around

180o, may be nade instantaneously. The analysis also suggests the

kind of infornation required to design a firing angle change control-

ler for the inverter.

1.

2,

3.

4.



CHAPTER 4

TNVERSION INTO WEAK SYSTEMS

4,I Introduction

This chapter looks into the possibility of using the inverter

to operate into a systen of low short-circuit capacity, í.ø., a systen

with very little generation of its own, and a large (inductive) imped-

ance. This could correspond, for exanple, to the case of an isolated tap

on an tfVDC line, A nornal 3-phase bridge would be unable to operate into

this systen because of the lack of reactive pohter support, but a forced-

corunutated bridge night be able to do 3o. Therefore, to investigate this

very attractive aspect, the inverter and a simplified load were simulated

in a digital conputer program. Results indicate that such operation is

indeed possible,

The sinulation prograns include a progran for steady-state

analysis, as well as one concerned with the inrportant problem of start-

up. The report discusses a start-up strategy and demonstrates that ít

does work

The programs used are based on the basic program developed in

Chapter 2, and fully utilize the available options of selectable sources

and selectable ¡nodes of solution (transient/steady-state) .

The study is, of course, meant only to be indicative. The load

representation is simple and does not iúc1ude the effect of filters and

overvoltage protection equipment that would inevitably exist in any actual

installation. Even so, the results derived are encouraging and show that

the prohlen is worth looking into in nore detail.
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4.2 S.y.stem RepresentStion

The choice of an adequate representation for a weak ac systen

is a difficult one. Firstly, the results obtained fron such a representa-

tion should conforn to the large nunber of possible weak syste¡ns. Secondly,

it should be siurple enough to be used with ease. Therefore, for lack of

anything better, the circuit of Fig. 4.2.1 is used for representation

pur?oses. lhis is the usual practice today [10]. It is a Thevenin rep-

resentation, with the Ttrevenin impedance as two equal inductors in series

with a resistor across one of then. The values are chosen so as to give

appropriate SCR, and a phase angle of 75o . 85o. In this study, the

angle has been chosen to be 80o, the SCR to be 2 p,u. The resulting

conponent values are then I = 0.33 p.u., r = 0.9 p.u. Assuning a rated

7=r¿ l.* =
f=
r=
vt=

zfui
2 (0.2)pu
0.033 pu
0.09 pu
0.10 pu

voltage of LÙeo of the

these values would then

4.2.1 : THE !üEAK SYSTEM

voltage of the najor converter of the system,

.c = 0.033 p.u., r = 0.09 p.u.

FIG

ac

be

.rn.

4,3 The Conputer Model

As the basic progr¿ùn developed in Chapter 2 requires a rsourcer

voltage, it is required to treat the circuit in Fig. 4,2.1 as an ideal

voltage source. This is done in the following nanner.

1. The inductance in series with the transformer is lunped together

with the tra¡rsformer inductancer

2. The voltage that is now required is the one narked V, in Fig. 4.3.L

The currents are as narked in the figure. i is the current in the
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E

FIc 4.3.1 : VOLTAGE TO SOLVED FOR

phase when it is in conduction. Thus:

i - I¿ during the constant charge phase.

and i = 0 when the phase is not conducting.

Thus except during corunutation, i is a constant.

The relevant loop equation is

dir = (i , ' 1
?. = [r-tt)T

As i is a constant except during comnutations, (1) can be

to give

ir = (1-"(-rtlg)1t

During the commutation interval (1) nay be rewritten as

dir = Ë(t-i1)dr
where dt is the time step involved in a numerical solution. Assun-

ing that dt is sufficiently snall, i nay be assuned essentially

constant during each step. firus Equ. (3) yields approximately the

same solution as Equ. (2) and in general, therefore

i r = (t - "-tt/ 
L)i 

(4)

where the origin for t is taken as the instant when i is known.

The voltage required, Vs, is then given by

V, = (ir-i)r+E (5)

Note that the routine to solve for V, also updates the value of i1

through equation (4). Hence, even when V, is not required in the

nain progran, this routine rn¡st be called when any ttime! elapses in

the sinulatíon, just to keep the source currents :right.

r

BE

(1)

solved

(3)

(2)
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rNPUT EP,rá ETC. AND SS/TRAI{STENT
SELECTION VARIABLE ISS

SET TNIT. CONDS. ON CAP.VOLTAGES

& PHASE CURRENTS.

CAIL OVERLAP ROUTINE FOR OVERI-AP CAICI]LATION

USE SOI]RCE ROUTINE AS DESCRIBED IN TEXT.

SOLVE FOR ICONSTA}TT CHARGE' PERIOD.KEEP 'SOURCE

VARIABLES IIPDÀTED BY CALLS TO TT1E 'SOURCE'

KOUNT=KOUNT*l

USE STATE VARIABLE I'ÍATRICES TO FORM

VECTORS OF REQUIRED QUANTITIES.

APPROPRIATE
PRINTOUTS

ETC.

FAILURE.

FT-G 4.3.2 : FLOI{CIIART FOR INVERSION INTO WEAK SYSTEMS
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The progran, as flowcharted in Fig. 4,3.2 is very similar to

the basic program of Chapter 2, and differs nainly in the way the source

vottages are calculated. Equations (a) and (5) are used in the source

voltage calculations, Sorne a¡nount of bookkeeping is also requíred to insert

the proper initial phase current ir for each of the phases during the

rsourcet calculations.

4,4 Results of the Study

It was observed that steady-state operation for s = 180o $ras

possible over a wide range of dccuïTents (with X" = 0,15 p.u., XL =

0,018 p.u.) - right fron 0.4 p.u. to 1.4 p.u. For lower currents

(right up to 0.1 p.ü.), operation was possible with some voltage sup-

port fron the supply. Thus the systen could operate at Id = 0.I p.u.

with a firing angle q = 160".

The waveforns obtained for operation at rated conditions

(Vl = 0,12 p.u., Id = 1,0 p.u. , d = 180') are shown in Fig, 4.4.1, which

shows (a) dc voltage, (b) ac current and (c) the voltage V, discus-

sed in Section 4.3.

Particularly noticeable is the high overlap angle (about 30").

In a normaL Graetz Bridge operating in the vicinity of a 180o firing

ang1e, such a large value of overlap angle would nean conmutation fail-

ure. But for the forced-commutated inverter which derives its co¡nrnutation

voltage fron its own capacitors and not fron the supply, this is not the

case. This high overlap angle though undesirable from the point of view

of ¡naximun utilization of the thyristors, nevertheless neans lower di/at

stresses and the smoother waveforms probably have a lower harnonic content.

Also, the dc voltage waveforn is less jagged than it would have been for

a lower value of overlap angle, and thus it too, has a lower harrnonic con-

tent.
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4.5 Investigations Into Start-up

The inverter described in this chapter would probably be used

as a tap on an IIVDC line used to invert into a weak systen. Such a tap

should be able to operate without affecting the nain syste¡n. It should

be possible, therefore, to start the tapped inverter even when the dc

line is carrying the fuIl [1 p.u.) dc current. This is unlike the case

of a point to point transnission sche¡ne in which the system can be started

with zero current, a¡rd the current can then gradually be built up to its

rated va1ue.

Figure 4.5.1 shows a possible scheme to do this. The sequence

of events is now described:

t. At t < 0, switch So is in the'closed state and carrying fu|l dc

current.

2. At t = 0 Sr and Sz are now closed, Tr and Tz pulsed, and

So opened.

Note that it is possíble to open S0 because an alternate cur-

rent path has been created. The inductance in the circuit has been

shorted out, and the voltage across So is the voltage across C.

and Cc, which is zero at t = 0, and increases linearly with

tine (constant cuîrent charging).

S. When C" is charged to a sufficient voltage, Te is fired and takes

over fro¡n Tr, because of the voltage on Ca.

4. When commutation is conplete, St is opened. Note that it can be

opened extrenely fast because it is carrying zero current (dead

switch)

5. Likewise, T,r is fired to take over fro¡n Tz and 52 opened

after the current through it has fallen to zero.
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Nornal operation continues hereafter. Note that Sr and Sz

are dead only for about I/6 cycle (3 ns) and nust be opened within that

tine otherwise the phase would come into conduction again. This tine can

be doubled by using a diode in series with the switch. The diodes used

couLd be lossy because their purpose is to prevent a curlent through

Sr (Sz) when T+ (Ts) conducts. This gives a tine of about 6 ms which

should be enough to open a dead switch

tru2{- OR

FIG 4.5.1 : STARTIIP OF INVERTER

The above tine can be increased sonewhat, depending on the pernissible

overvoltage allowed on the capacitors. This ti¡ne can of course be in-

creased indefinitely if thyristors are used instead of switches, but this

would increase the cost of the inverter.

At this point a few coinnents are in order.

a) It is inportant to notice that only dead switches are being opened.

It would be inpossible to open a current carrying switch in as short

a period as 6 ns, but it may be possible to open a dead switch (as

opposed to a circuit breaker) in that time. In fact, the order of

tine required would be that of closing a circuit breaker (not open-

ing it), which could well be in the order of a few ms.

I.q
\ rr/ \ 13/ í,, 

I
'ol

í,, 
I

+t=0'

c lr4 / \ rol
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b) It appears that the transforrner phases are being shorted during the

start*up sequence. Ttris is true, however it should be remembered

that the system is weak and has a very low short circuit capacíty -

in fact it could well be a dead load. The resulting short circuit

currents are, therefore, of small nagnitude and could be tolerated,

especially since the switches are closed for an extrenely short

period. Also, such a tap would probabty be the major supplier of

povrer to its ac systen and the systen would be dead anryay when the

tap is inoperational.

Iþe-!rggrel
To see whether start-up as described above is actually possible,

a simulation using the program developed in Section 4.3 is carried out.

The flowchart is given in Fig. 4.5.2. The only nodifications to the pro-

gran of Section 4.3 are:

1) The variable ICOM counts the nunber of connutations.

2) For ICOM = I or 2, the conmutation inductance 0 is reduced to account

for the shorted inductance in one of the phases. A1so, the approp-

riate source voltages and inductor currents are naintained at zero -

repiesenting this shorted phase.

3) Nornal operation continues after the second commutation (ICOM ì 3).

The ínductance is reset back to íts original value, and the source

calculations proceed as in the progr¿un of Section 4.3, until the sys-

ten either converges or fails due to comnutation failure.

As in previous prograns, the steady-state/transient selection

variable ISS can be set to zero to observe the capacitor waveforms over

the first 10 co¡nmutation intervals.
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REAÐ,SET INIT CONDS. ETC.

ICOM=ICOlttl

x.,= xr -L/2 TO ACCOITNT FOR I'ITSSTNG IND-
UTTANCB IN ONE PHASE

souRcE I¿oLTAGES & INDUCTOR CURRENTS

ZERO IN PHASES A & C.

DO OVERLAP CA],CT]I,ATIONS (USING

MODIFIE SOIJRCE ROUTINE)

rcoM+ICOM+l

DO CONSTAì{T CHARGE CAICU-

RESET X1 To ORIG-
INAI VAI,UE

PRINT IST.

FAILS'

COMM.FAIL ?

FTG 4.5.2 : ELO}TCHART FOR STARTI'P INTO I{EAK SYSTEM
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Results

Staft-up sinulations were carried out for the cases where

a) The weak systen was completely dead - i.ø., without any generation.

b) With the Thevenin voltage behind the weak systen impedance (see

Fig. 4.2,I) as 0,12 P.u.

In the first case (a) it was observed that start-up l^tas possible

over the entire current range (Id = 0.1 p.u. to 1.4 p.u.). For the

case (b) however, start-up was possible only with sone voltage support

fron the ac systen (i.e., by starting operation at 0 < 180o). It was

observed that at lower values of currents, start-up was easier than at

higher values, Table 4.5.1 shows the required firing angle and initial

capacitor voltage for start-uP. It was found that for starting at Id

around 1.0 p.u., the initial voltage on the capacitors was of critical

importance, and a voltage larger or a little snaller than that in Tab1e

4.5.1 would cause cotilnutation failure.

I¿
(P.u. )

Maxinun allowecl value for
o¿ for successful start

Initial Voltage on
Capacitors (if critical) (Pu)

T,4

L.2

1.0

0.8

0.6 - 0.1

< r20"

< L20"

< r2o"

< 1200

< 1300

0.L2

0.11

0.10

0 .09

Not critical

TABLE 4.5.1 RESUTTS OF START.UP TESTS

The capacitor waveforms at start*uP are shown in Fig. 4.5.5. The wave-

forms correspond to start-uP on I p.u. dc current, 0.12 p.u. ac volt-

age (L2% tap) and a firing angle of !20". Once the systen starts up, the

firing angle nay quickl.y be changed to the desired one, which in nost cases

wouLd be in the neighbourhood of 180".
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4.6 Conclusions

1. The inverter can operate over a wide range of currents' into a weak

ac systen.

2. Start*up over a wide range of currents is possible with some voltage

:: support fron the ac system

3, It is nore difficult to start the inverter at higher dc currents.

A lower value of o is required, and the first charging of the

:. capacitors is critical. Thus, a controller which deter¡nínes when to

' firu Tr and Tz for the first tine nust have this infornation.

, 4, A nunber of sirnplifications have been nade in the representation of

the load. An actual systen, designed ruith filters and other circuits

on the ac side, would have a somewhat different behaviour from the

sinplified system. Thus the numerical results of Table 4.5.1 and

of Figs, 4.4,1 and 4.5.3 are meant only to be indicative.

The flowcharts given here are neant to explain the general con-
I

I "ept 
only. For detailed flowcharcts, program linkings and so on, the

i reader is referred to the technical report [11] which deals with thése.

-: t,:.
:.. .:: - .



CHAPTER 5

CONCLUSIONS AT{D RECOMMSNDATIONS

Listed here are the inportant conclusions of the thesis, and

recommendations for carrying on fron where this project ends.

5.1

1.

Conclusions

:r:"j::.:
' .'' ::, ì

The hybrid state-equation, direct solution approach to analyzing

the inverter operation is effective in studying a wide range of

operating conditions, It allows an extension of previous steady-

state studies to transient studies and generalized source represent-

ations. The direct solution par.t of it neans a saving of tine and

nemory on the digital computer.

Z, The forced-corunutated inverter produces rather large harmonics in its

dc voltage. Thi.s nay be a problem if it is used as a major conver-

ter.

3. The inverter is immune to ac side faults. A discussion of converter

faults and sone dc side faults has been carried out by Reeves et al

[5], and the effect of these faults does not appear to be catastrophic.

Thus, the inverterrs behaviour under faults seens to be quite reason-

able.

4. {he immunity to ac side faults (and ac voltage uncertainties in gen-

eral) nake it suitable for operation into weak systems, where due to

the lack of large amounts of generation, there could be some anount

of fluctuation of ac voltage in the systen.
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5. An investigation of operation into weak system shows that such

operation is possible over a wide range of operating coriditions. At

rated conditions, no reactive power support fron the ac systen is

required. In fact a reactive power denand can be net.

It appears that the inverter can be started up when carrying

full load current; using the strategy discussed in Section 4.5. In

general, some amount of voltage support fron the ac system is indicated

when inverting into a systen with generation. Start-up into a dead load

is also possible over the entire dc current range.

5.2

1.

Recomnendations

A more detailed quantitive study of the operation should be carried

out. For this more complete nodelling of the inverter is necessary.

This would consist of inclusion of filters and protection equipnent,

the effect of ferroresonance in the transformer, and so on. Also,

when studying weak systens, more detailed representation should be

used.

An econornic anaLysis should be performed to assess the practicality

of such a scheme. Even if the scheme is found to be uneconomical at

the present time, lowering semiconductor costs and progress in tech-

nology could nake it viable at a later date.

The inverter and the entire systen should be evaluated from the point

of view of reliability.

4. Construction of a teal ti¡ne sinulator with a nicroprocessor based

controller with which:

a) Systen operation for various configurations nay be studied.

b) operating strategies developed through the digital conputer

sinulation nay be Progranned and tested.

2.

3.
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